COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
to happiness which has its origin in innocent human affection.
We are not told what were the brotherly comments of the austere
St Honor£ when, glancing across at the other opal shape floating
in die blue, he discovered (without opera-glasses) after his visit
in early May, that the cherry-trees were blooming again in early
June, and in July, and in August, September, October, November,
and so en until May came round again. And how incredulous
A. E. Housman would have been at such multiplication of his
too-brief span of fifty years to see the cherry bloom. It is a legend
that takes its stand on the side of happiness, and for that I love it.
Most mirades do.
CHAPTER XH
COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
T HAVE a theory that we are apt to cry over the happiness of
^characters in fiction and their refief after anguish and pain, from
a salty sense of contrast with our own present circumstances; we
have a deep instinctive knowledge that such happiness is right and
as life should be, with joy and freedom, home again, sudden
kindness.   Great longing is mixed in: here is the place we desire
to reach; here is heaven, a village on a hillside in Provence, a
view of a river in a flowery meadow ... It all seems a fax way
off.  We should be stoic over the realities of a world-war, but we
may cry over the same sorrows on the printed page, because they
are not true.   Freud would call this release a form of sublimation;
nobody can keep up stoicism for ever; better to break, and far
% better to break over a book.
It is no bad thing to realize that tears are a legitimate relief when
they have nothing whatever to do with real grief. Over real
grief, we have to consider decent behaviour, its effect on others,
a sort of universal pride; so we simply refuse to bicafc down over
newspapers when they deal with bona fide experiences of helpless
victims of the last four years, though there be matter enough and to
spare. But why—I can only give nay personal reactions* which
are probably different for eveiyono~-wijy can I release my pent-up
tears in a flood over, let us say* the joy&l return of Mr, Miarda
from the American Civil War, in "little Women**? "Why do

